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A. Instructions: Put an X by the sentences that are not capitalized correctly. 

 1.  _____  I saw mr. Jones at the theater.

 2.  _____  She said, “That is all right with me.”

 3.  _____  My Mother is the greatest.

 4.  _____  Henry wanted to see Alvin And The Chipmunks.

 5.  _____  Shakespeare wrote Romeo and Juliet.

 6.  _____  He explained, “You see, dad, it is just a small dent.”

 7.  _____  His dad replied, “you have to pay for the damage.”

	 8.		_____		I	have	read	Harry	Potter	and	the	Prisoner	of	Azkaban	five	times.

 9.  _____  My Brother and Sister are both older than I.

 10._____  There were democrats and republicans at the debate.

B. Instructions: Circle the words that need a capital letter. There are 25.

CAPITALIZATION PRACTICE #2

history is full of interesting things. two funny names of battles are battle 

of bull run and battle of the bulge. the sphinx in egypt is hard to say and 

spell. the moai of easter island is a group of huge statues and no one is 

certain why they were built. the notre dame cathedral in paris, france is 

really spooky, as is dracula’s castle in romania. someday i would like to 

visit historic places like these.
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                                                     ANSWER KEY

A. Instructions: Put an X by the sentences that are not capitalized correctly. 

 1.  _____  I saw mr. Jones at the theater.

 2.  _____  She said, “That is all right with me.”

 3.  _____  My Mother is the greatest.

 4.  _____  Henry wanted to see Alvin And The Chipmunks.

 5.  _____  Shakespeare wrote Romeo and Juliet.

 6.  _____  He explained, “You see, dad, it is just a small dent.”

 7.  _____  His dad replied, “you have to pay for the damage.”

	 8.		_____		I	have	read	Harry	Potter	and	the	Prisoner	of	Azkaban	five	times.

 9.  _____  My Brother and Sister are both older than I.

 10._____  There were democrats and republicans at the debate.

B. Instructions: Circle the words that need a capital letter. There are 25.

CAPITALIZATION PRACTICE #2

history is full of interesting things. two funny names of battles are battle 

of bull run and battle of the bulge. the sphinx in egypt is hard to say and 

spell. the moai of easter island is a group of huge statues and no one is 

certain why they were built. the notre dame cathedral in paris, france is 

really spooky, as is dracula’s castle in romania. someday i would like to 

visit historic places like these.
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